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INTRODUCTION

The two-particle transverse momentum correlations have been studied

in the reactions

pp-*-p + p + X at 9.2 GeV/c

We denote the reaction in general

a b + l + 2 + X
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MM » missing mass, mostly TT TT in our case.

J.H. Friedman, C. Risk and D.B. Smith have discussed the reaction

PP "• PP + nTr

They find that the distribution of the angle 6 between the two protons

(leading particles) discriminates between a pionisation model and a

multiperipheral model calculation, whereas the distribution of the angles

between the two mesons (non-leading particles) does not. D.R.O. Morrison
(2)

also concludes in a review paper , that correlations between two

leading particles seem more fruitful than studies of correlations between

two non-leading particles. This conclusion was reached by several other

authors ' ' . He therefore investigate the correlation between the

leading particles in this work.
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2. REPRESENTATION OF THE CORRELATION BETWEEN TRANSVERSE MOMENTA

Five variables are needed in order to span the two-particle inclusive

configuration space. One choice is the rapidities (y), the transverse
2

momentum squared (p ) and the angle 4 n between the transverse momenta
T 12

of the particles. In this case the angle é contains the information

on transverse correlations. The Lorentz invariant phase space element

is given by
d L Ä —~ dy dy dp dp d w

(6)
Alternatively normalized variables h , h . h and f can be introduced»

X ^ A

defined by

Ä 2 . p f n Ä p / r i = i# *f A

p * the transverse momentum of the residual system.
X A

Obviously

(6)
With these variables the invariant phase space element reads

d5L = | f (- Ady h2, \))
l/2 dyx dy2 cQ^ dh2 df

M h l f h2. hx) - h^ + h^ + h2 . 2hi h2 . 2hi h x - 2h2 h x

The correlation of h versus h is another way of studying the distribution

in é . But it contains more information since also the magnitudes of

the transverse momenta are involved. The physical interpretation of

correlations is, however, in this case much more obscure.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The distribution of the angle 6 between the transverse momenta of

the proton and the antiproton is shown in Fig. 1. The delta and antidelta

production is abundant in the final states, for instance accounting for

most of the cross section for ppw TT , which is 2.65 mb. We want to
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investigate how this final state interaction affects the correlations

between the proton and the antiproton. Separately are indicated the

contributions from

i) ail events

ii) events with A and A production (mass of pit and p* respectively
2

in the region 1.15 - 1.35 GeV/c ).

The distributions are not significantly different. We quote the

results for the ratio

_ n l ^ > «/2) - «(#12

(<t>12 > TT/2) + n ( * 1 2 < TT/2)

all events r = O.38 ± 0.03

events with A and Ä r = O.43 ± 0.05

events with A or Ä r = 0.36 ± 0.04

events with no A or A r = 0.38 ± 0.04

We also show the expected peripheral phase space distribution
- + - 2 2 2

calculated for pp •+ ppir IT and with (matrix element) « exp( 5 (t + t_ -p - p )),

which is suggested by the experimental t- and p - distributions. The

agreement with the experimental A - distribution is very good, which

shows that the main features are an effect of the peripheral phase space.

In Fig. 2 the distribution of the variable h and in Pig. 3 the

distribution of f are shown. There are differences between the cases

(i) and (ii) in this representation. The correlation of h and h has

been studied for the different cases. It is» however, difficult to

visualize the two-dimensional plots. The main features of the scatter

plots are in agreement with the peripheral phase space model predictions.

The situation is slightly different when we turn to the plot of
2 2

f - Z p . A x -test of the compatibility of the distributions for (i)
2

all events and (ii) events with A- and A- production gave x » 2 3 for
-3 2

9 degrees of freedom, i.e. probability 5.10 to have that x or larger.
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

The present study of variables for describing the correlation of

transverse momenta for two eading particles shows that

i) The azimuthal angle • between the transverse momenta of the

particles is not very sensitive to effective mass correlations in

the final state. The abundant delta and antidelta production is

not reflected in the distributions. The general trend is in

agreement with the predictions from a peripheral phase space model.

2 2 2
ii) The variables p /Ep and Ep do not seem to give better discrimination.

T T T 2
The distribution of the variable Ep seems to be the most sensitive

T
to effective mass final state correlations. The distribution for
events with delta and antidelta compared with the distribution for

2
all events gives a X = 2 3 for 9 degrees of freedom, i.e. a probability

of 0.005.

Several experiments have investigated different aspects of two-

particle correlations. The first work on correlations studied the

distribution of angles between mesons in antiprotor-proton annihilation.
(8)

The ABBCCHW collaboration has investigated the x. - x correlation

between leading particles. Much work has been devoted to the study of

TT TT correlations ' ' because they are experimentally relatively
2

easily available. The distribution of rapidities d a/ dy dy is in this
(9) - -case reported to have power of discrimination . The IT TT correlations

are, however, probably of limited interest since they deal only with a

small part of the inclusive cross section.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1,

Fig. 2,

Fig. 3.

Distribution of the azimuthal angle <fr between the

transverse momenta of the proton and the antiproton.

Contributions from (i) all events and (ii) events

with A and A production are shown.

2 2
Distribution of the variable h = p , / Ep .

1 Ti T

Distribution of the variable f = Ep .
T

In all figures the predicted peripheral phase space distribution

for the state pp

<* exp (5(tN + t- -

NK TT TT with a matrix element squared

p T 1 - P^2))is shown.
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